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Today, social media refers to a wide range of Web sites and Internet-based services that
allow users to create content and interact with other users. Some of these tools, such
as multi-party chats, discussion forums, blogs, and online reviews, have been a focus
of natural language processing (NLP) research for quite some time now. But within
the last decade, NLP work has expanded rapidly to cover an immense variety of new
social media content—microblogs such as Twitter, social networks such as Facebook,
comments on news articles, captions on user-contributed images such as on Flickr, and
forums dedicated to specialized topics and needs (e.g., health and online education).
Simultaneously, many other research communities are carrying out work using social
media data—information science, information retrieval, network science, social media
analytics, social science, psychology, and corpus linguistics. Today, a large number of
businesses are also centered on, or benefit from, analytics performed on social media.
Given these myriad research and commercial interests in the social media domain, we
are at a time where we should seek to clearly understand what role NLP has in the field
of social media analysis, both in terms of the key and interesting language questions,
as well as contributions NLP can make to the research carried out in other fields. In
this context, this short book by Farzindar and Inkpen is timely and exciting, filling an
obvious gap.
This book is targeted towards researchers who have a background in natural language processing and machine learning, and want to learn about research questions,
tasks, and techniques related to processing of social media texts. Chapter 1 introduces
social media, and highlights its large scale and continuous growth. This chapter also
describes the challenges associated with processing data from social media (large volume, non-standard language, short length of the texts, and a need to separate useful
information from extraneous content), and overviews applications that benefit from
social media analysis. This chapter is brief; computer science researchers will already
have a general understanding of these issues, and can use the chapter to peruse some
of the details. The rest of the chapters can be logically divided into two parts containing
two chapters each, and the book ends with a conclusion chapter and a short case
study.
Chapters 2 and 3 form the larger part of the book’s content, and are also the core
sections where NLP methods are discussed. Chapter 2 focuses on how preprocessing
of the text can be done. This problem includes tasks such as tokenizing the text into
words, normalizing non-dictionary words, part-of-speech (POS) tagging, and syntactic
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parsing. The need for each task is discussed, together with an overview of work that has
developed specialized methods for social media–type texts. Also included are useful
discussions about how each of these modules is typically evaluated. The methods are
discussed rather briefly; they are pointers to work rather than descriptions of the models or techniques. An exception is a detailed example given for dialect identification,
where the model, data, experiments, and comprehensive results are presented. Similar
detailed work is presented at a few other chosen points in the book. Newcomers to
NLP technology will appreciate a listing of NLP tools in this chapter, and those new
to social media processing will find pointers to tools developed specifically for social
media texts. Chapter 3 focuses on information extraction problems such as geolocation
identification, opinion mining, event extraction, and NLP applications such as machine
translation and automatic summarization. Although this chapter is called “semantic
analysis” and the term “semantics” is used at several points in the book, the authors
acknowledge that the term refers to any intelligent processing of the text, rather than an
attempt to create a representation of the text’s meaning. Again, detailed examples are
presented for geolocation, opinion classification, and machine translation. The usefulness of these examples is mixed, and will be discussed later in this review. Otherwise,
the methods and techniques are motivated and described briefly, similar to the previous
chapter.
The second part of the book, Chapters 4 and 5, discusses applications that benefit
from processing of social media texts, and how data can be obtained for research. A
wide spectrum of applications are described including financial, political, and defense
interests. Chapter 5 summarizes existing data sets and evaluation methods together
with discussions about how useful data can be gleaned from large volumes, and how
privacy can be maintained during social media research. The conclusion chapter reiterates the key challenges of social media processing, and brings up questions that are
yet to be addressed by the NLP community. The book ends with a brief case study on a
social media–based event-monitoring application that combines many of the tasks and
technologies discussed earlier in the book.
The authors should be commended for taking up a subject in which NLP has
a huge impact. At the same time, as a nascent area, this topic is worthy of discussion within our community to identify the main challenges, the techniques that
are consistently useful, as well as the scope for further work. In this regard, this
book provides a valuable introduction to the field. For a short book, it covers a
number of dimensions to social media language analysis—preprocessing, information
extraction, as well as applications. Newcomers to the social media domain will
find the book a good reference point to research done in the area. The highlighting
of challenges in this domain and differences from NLP work typically carried out
on news and other single-author and edited text are very useful. Another handy element is a continuous focus on explaining how methods for various NLP problems are
evaluated.
At the same time, although a broad set of topics is discussed, some key areas
of social media processing are ignored. One is the use of social media as a tool for
language understanding. On one side, researchers are excited about using social media
as a large-scale source of conversation data on which questions about language can be
asked. Recent work in this area has created new insights into language variation (Doyle
2014; Eisenstein 2015b), phonology (Eisenstein 2013, 2015a), and entrainment (DanescuNiculescu-Mizil, Gamon, and Dumais 2011; Doyle, Yurovsky, and Frank 2016), to name
a few. Another line of work is richer conversation understanding through language
processing beyond lexical and syntactic levels. Work on dialog act tagging (Kim,
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Cavedon, and Baldwin 2010; Ritter, Cherry, and Dolan 2010), topic structure (Ramage,
Dumais, and Liebling 2010; Peng, Wang, and Dredze 2014), as well as phrasing
(Niculae and Danescu-Niculescu-Mizil 2014; Tan, Lee, and Pang 2014) on social media
conversations fall under this category and yet are not covered in this book. Even on the
word- and sentence-level, the book does not cover research carried out in the related
web, social media, and social network communities. Many of the models in these areas
carry out similar word-level processing but ask different sets of research questions.
There are some references to this line of work but the majority of the content remains
unexplored. Finally, there is heavy focus on Twitter or microblogs in comparison
with other forms of social media. Some sections such as summarization or machine
translation entirely focus on Twitter. Although it may be possible that there are logical
divisions of social media text types and that tweets represent a class of short texts, such
reflections and explanations are not provided in the book.
Going beyond coverage, a more fundamental question that newcomers as well
as current NLP researchers want to ask is what is the role of natural language processing for social media. It is clear that the tasks involved in preprocessing content
(normalization, POS tagging, and parsing) are clearly in the realm of natural language
processing, and so are tasks such as named entity recognition, opinion mining, and
event extraction. However, the book does not do a good job of distinguishing what new
techniques are required due to distinguishing properties of the social media domain.
Some of the tasks appear to be solvable by adding annotated data from this domain
to existing NLP corpora, and retraining the models. Other problems appear to be
solved by supervised techniques with word-level features, sometimes combined with
social media and social network metadata. It is not even clear from the book whether
syntactic parsing, and so forth, are useful in current NLP work on social media. A
reflection on the types of techniques that work well so far, and insights into new
types of models proposed for social media, and an emphasis on methods addressing
special properties, for example, streaming algorithms, would have been worthwhile
additions. Clarifying these questions would have been an important desired property
of a book on NLP and social media, and this is the main place where the book falls
short.
The book is also not self-sufficient for understanding the details of social media
processing. There is no clear discussion of particular models, especially the ones specific
to social media. For example, normalization of non-dictionary words is a task clearly
new and motivated by social media texts, but only a very brief section is given to
its discussion and devoid of any models or techniques. Often multiple paragraph
descriptions of a study are given but without enough details, equations, or technical
explanations to actually understand the approach. As a result, not much assimilation
of the topic is possible at the end of many sections of the book. Rather, a reader
may only use these descriptions as a pointer for finding work to read further and
understand. Another undesirable property of this book is a heavy focus on research
carried out by the authors of the book themselves. The detailed examples in the book
where comprehensive explanations of data, models, and results are given are all the
authors’ own work with their collaborators. At least from the book, it is not clear why
these models should be described in detail compared with other tasks and the work
of other researchers. The case study is also on a company associated with one of the
authors. For a book focusing on such a wide topic, a biased focus could have been
avoided.
Still, overall, this book will be useful as a reference point for work currently done,
and a starting point for further discussions on social media and NLP work.
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